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The activity of growing living bacteria was investigated using real-time and in situ rheology –
in stationary and oscillatory shear. Two different strains of the human pathogen Staphylococcus
aureus – strain COL and its isogenic cell wall autolysis mutant – were considered in this work. For
low bacteria density, strain COL forms small clusters, while the mutant, presenting deficient cell
separation, forms irregular larger aggregates. In the early stages of growth, when subjected to a
stationary shear, the viscosity of both strains increases with the population of cells. As the bacteria
reach the exponential phase of growth, the viscosity of the two strains follow different and rich
behaviours, with no counterpart in the optical density or in the population’s colony forming units
measurements. While the viscosity of strain COL keeps increasing during the exponential phase and
returns close to its initial value for the late phase of growth, where the population stabilizes, the
viscosity of the mutant strain decreases steeply, still in the exponential phase, remains constant for
some time and increases again, reaching a constant plateau at a maximum value for the late phase of
growth. These complex viscoelastic behaviours, which were observed to be shear stress dependent,
are a consequence of two coupled effects: the cell density continuous increase and its changing
interacting properties. The viscous and elastic moduli of strain COL, obtained with oscillatory
shear, exhibit power-law behaviours whose exponent are dependent on the bacteria growth stage.
The viscous and elastic moduli of the mutant have complex behaviours, emerging from the different
relaxation times that are associated with the large molecules of the medium and the self-organized
structures of bacteria. These behaviours reflect nevertheless the bacteria growth stage.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rheology or mechanical characterization of living
systems, such as a bacterial culture, is a complex task
and difficult to address. The mechanical response of these
systems will firstly depend on the type of bacteria that
is analyzed (species and strain). It will depend on the
particular environment chosen to propagate the bacte-
ria. It will depend also on the external physical stimuli
imposed to the system. However, the most challenging
feature of these biological systems in what regards rheol-
ogy is certainly the fact that they are dynamic, changing
their behaviour over time and space.
The primary physiological processes of a bacterial cell
include, among others, cell grow and division, cell sepa-
ration and cell-cell interaction. All these processes rely
on the constant de novo synthesis of the cells building
blocks, including proteins, lipids and polysaccharides.
Furthermore, bacterial cells are able to detect the global
density of the population (a mechanism called quorum
sensing), or other external stimuli such as an applied
shear stress, acquiring a complex cooperative behaviour.
∗ cleal@adf.isel.pt
In recent years, increasing interest has been devoted to
the mechanics of living cells [1–3], with particular empha-
sis on the rheology of the cell cytoplasm [4, 5]. Although
initially thought to be an aqueous environment, the cell
internal milieu is today known to be comparable in its
rheology to soft materials including polymeric solutions,
gels, foams, etc. However, due to their dynamic physi-
ology, cells present important distinctive features which
differentiate them from these familiar inert materials: at
rest, molecular fluctuations within their network are not
dominated by thermal fluctuations, but rather by the on-
going release and consumption of energy in the form of
chemically activated small molecules such as adenosine
triphosphate – ATP [6]; for small imposed strains, the
viscoelastic properties of the cells present scaling laws
which identify them as soft glassy materials [7–9]; for
larger deformations, cells may undergo a transition from
a solid-like to a fluid-like state [10].
Beyond the study of single cells, anomalous fluctua-
tions were also detected in active bacterial suspensions
[11]. Here, the diffusion of tracer particles in low-density
bacterial cultures was characterized in detail, in well
defined and short periods of time. But probably be-
cause this study considered only low density cultures, the
important changes occurring during growth as a conse-
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2quence of cell’s cooperative or social behaviour were not
reported [12, 13].
In general, bacteria present two main distinct types of
growth, the planktonic growth, a suspension of dispersed
bacterial cells which occurs in liquid environment and
biofilm growth, a microbial community that adheres to a
solid surface and is surrounded by a bacterially produced
extracellular matrix. Biofilms are prevalent in natural en-
vironments and also in industrial and hospital settings.
In the latter scenario, one of the major players and lead-
ing cause of hospital-acquired infections is Staphylococcus
aureus, an opportunistic pathogenic bacterium famous
for its virulence and capacity to accumulate antibiotic
resistance traits.
Due to its important implications for public health
and the environment, the rheology of bacterial biofilms
has gained considerable attention during the last decade.
Particular focus has been given to the viscoelasticity of
cell attachment and detachment, under the influence of
antibiotics and flows with different shear rates [14–16].
In these studies, the analysis of cells detachment was
performed only in small time slots, at specific biofilm
growth stages. More recently, particle-tracking microrhe-
ology was used to study communal lifecycles of bacteria,
from growth to starvation, exploring possible cooperative
behaviours emerging from quorum-sensing mechanisms
[8]. By tracking cell displacements, the compliances of
the biofilms were measured, showing power-law rheology
with exponents that changed with incubation time.
While research efforts have focused on the study of
biofilms, only scarce knowledge exists on the structure of
planktonic populations and their capacity to aggregate.
This is especially relevant for the study of pathogenic
bacteria, as nonattached aggregates may be responsible
for bacterial spreading in many clinical scenarios of per-
sistent and chronic infections.
To characterize the dynamics and mechanical proper-
ties of planktonic populations, we have recently moni-
tored the growth of Staphylococcus aureus strain COL
[17]. Real time and in situ rheology revealed a rich vis-
coelastic behaviour as a consequence of bacterial activ-
ity, namely, of the multiplication of cells and of density-
dependent aggregation events.
We are presently extending our study to differentiate
the population viscoelastic behaviour and aggregation
patterns of two S. aureus strains, COL and an isogenic
autolysin mutant, with different cell separation pheno-
types. In this work, we use RUSAL9, a transposition
mutant strain impaired in the process of daughter cell
separation, leading to the formation of large cell clusters
and a rougher cell surface. Furthermore, and in order to
understand how the bacterial population dynamics de-
pends on environmental mechanical stimuli, we followed
bacterial growth under different shear flow conditions.
This article is organised as follows: in Section II we
describe the bacterial strains considered in this study,
and the various experimental techniques used to charac-
terize them: bacteria propagation, optical density mea-
surements, optical imaging and rheology. In Section III
we analyze the development of the bacterial cultures,
establishing their different distinct growth phases. We
characterize in detail the aggregating structures that are
formed by each strain, and interpret the viscosity growth
curves obtained for stationary flow with different shear
rates. We also analyze the viscoelastic behaviour of both
strains under oscillatory flow, at different growth time
points. We present our conclusions in Section IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL / METHODS
A. Bacterial strains and growth conditions
Two related strains of Staphylococcus aureus MRSA
– strain COL [18] and its mutant derivative of atl gene
strain RUSAL9 [19] – were used. Cultures were grown at
37 ◦C with aeration in rich medium, tryptic soy broth
(TSB, Difco Laboratories, Detroit, USA). Over-night
grown liquid cultures were used to re-inoculate fresh
medium at an initial OD620nm of 0.005, for rheological
characterization.
B. Optical density and Plating
To monitor bacterial growth, we measured the optical
density (620 nm) at discrete time intervals, resorting to
a spetophotometer Ultrospec 2100 pro. In parallel, we
also determined the population’s colony forming units
(cfus/ml), which provides an estimate of the viable cells,
by plating serial dilutions of the bacterial cultures on
tryptic soy agar (TSA, Difco). The plates were incubated
for 48 h at 37 ◦C, and the colonies were counted.
C. Optical microscopy and Image analysis
We characterized the size and number of cell aggre-
gates during growth with optical microscopy, using a Le-
ica DMR microscope with a Leica DFC320 camera and
Leica IM500 Image software V1.20. For each aliquot, at
specific growth moments, 250, 350, 410 and 550 min, a
calibrated volume of sample of 10µL was collected and
observed – 10 photographs were taken randomly. From
these images, we evaluated the cell distribution during
growth, namely the number of clusters vs the number
of cells per cluster and the average number of cells per
cluster vs time.
D. Rheology
Rheological measurements were performed in a con-
trolled stress rotational rheomenter Bohlin Gemini
HRnano. A steel plate/plate geometry, with diameter 40
mm and 2000 µm gap (to ensure a good signal), was used
3for the measurements of the viscosity growth curve, at a
constant shear rate, at 37 ◦C (to allow optimal bacte-
rial growth). Measurements were performed at 5, 10 and
20 s−1 (10 s−1 mimics rpm incubator conditions). A steel
cone/plate geometry, with diameter 40 mm, an angle of
2◦ and 70 µm gap, was used to perform oscillatory mea-
surements. We measured the elastic and viscous moduli
(G′ and G′′) vs the angular frequency ω in the linear
regime, imposing 10% of strain. Assays were performed
at 20 ◦C, to delay bacterial growth during measurements.
A solvent trap was used in all measurements to avoid
evaporation.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Role played by cell aggregation during growth –
strain COL vs strain RUSAL9
1. Growth phases and aggregation patterns
Bacterial growth of S. aureus cultures – strain COL
and strain RUSAL9 – were monitored by measuring
the optical density (OD620nm) at discrete time inter-
vals, in parallel with population’s colony-forming units
(cfus/ml). Representative curves are included in Figure
1. From these measurements it is possible to identify
three different growth phases: lag phase, exponential
phase and late phase. No significant differences are ob-
served when comparing strain COL and strain RUSAL9.
FIG. 1. S. aureus cultures – strain COL (circles) and
strain RUSAL9 (squares) characterized by optical densities
(OD620nm) (full symbols) and population’s colony-forming
units (cfus/ml) (open symbols) during growth; dashed lines
separate distinct growth phases: lag, exponential and late
phases. All measurements were performed at 37 ◦C.
The deficient cell separation of mutant strain RUSAL9
is reflected in the optical microscopy images, as shown in
Figure 2: the mutant always presents larger aggregates.
To characterize in detail the aggregates formed by the
two different strains, the cell distribution during growth
FIG. 2. Optical microscopy images obtained during growth
of S. aureus cultures – strain COL (left panel) and strain
RUSAL9 (right panel) at, respectively, 250, 350, 410 and 550
min (representative images). 10 photos were taken randomly
from each aliquot.
was determined (see Figure 3). From an image analysis
considering an average over 10 random images, aggrega-
tion histograms – the number of clusters vs the number
of cells per cluster (only cells shown in the plane of the
image were considered) – and the average number of cells
per cluster were plotted, for each strain and at each spe-
cific moment of growth.
S. aureus strain COL presents sharp asymmetric his-
tograms, with a maximum value of 2 in-plane cells per
cluster, for each moment of growth. The number of clus-
ters increases with time but the overall histogram shape
remains unchanged, spanning from 1 to approximately
15 in-plane cells per cluster.
S. aureus strain RUSAL9 presents broader histograms,
with larger number of cells per cluster at every stage of
growth. The shape of the histograms does not however
remain constant, and smaller clusters become more fre-
quent as the late phase of growth is approached. This
may explain the decrease of the average number of in-
4FIG. 3. (Colour online) Cell distribution during growth of S.
aureus cultures – strain COL (left panel) and strain RUSAL9
(right panel), histograms: the number (#) of cluster vs the
number (#) of in-plane cells per cluster (counting only the
cells shown in the plane of the image) at, respectively, 250
(grey), 350 (red), 410 (green) and 550 (blue) min, obtained
from image analysis considering an average over 10 images;
inserts: the average number (#) of in-plane cells per cluster
vs time; error bars correspond to the standard deviation of
the mean.
plane cells per cluster with time, that falls from 11 at
250 min, to 5 at 550 min.
2. Viscosity growth curve
From the distinct time-dependent aggregation patterns
described above, we may expect different mechanical
properties for the two different strains. In particular,
the viscosity growth curves shown in Figure 4 exhibit
very rich behaviours, with no counterpart in the optical
characterization made so far.
The general behaviour of the viscosity growth curves
show, for both strains, three distinct phases, consistent
with the time intervals previously defined for the lag,
exponential and late phases.
In the first 300 minutes of growth, corresponding to
the lag phase, bacteria are adapting to the new environ-
mental growth conditions, showing a characteristic slow
division rate (see OD620nm, Figure 1). In accordance,
the viscosity of both strains shows a slow and constant
increment with time. However, in subsequent phases,
significant differences can be pointed out.
In the exponential phase (300 - 450 min), the OD620nm
FIG. 4. (Colour online) S. aureus cultures steady-state shear
growth curves, η(t) measured at a constant shear rate of 10s−1
– strain COL (black), strain RUSAL9 (blue) and culture
medium (gray) (representative curves). All measurements
performed at 37 ◦C.
strongly increases in both strains. In strain COL, this
was accompanied by a dramatic increase in the viscos-
ity by a factor of 30 (∼ 10× viscosity increase in this
interval). However, the viscosity increase in this period
is not monotonic, but exhibits several drops and recov-
eries. In particular, at around 400 min, as the viscosity
was reaching its maximum value, there was a very large
sudden decrease followed by an immediate recovery in a
∼ 15 min time interval. In the case of strain RUSAL9,
the viscosity in the exponential phase also starts to in-
crease (up to ∼ 5× its initial value), but, at a certain
threshold (360 min, see Figure 4), an abrupt change in
its slope occurs, and the viscosity returns again to a value
close to the initial one. No recoveries are observed until
the end of this phase.
At 450 - 550 min, depending whether we consider COL
or RUSAL9, the cfus/ml starts to stabilize, most prob-
ably due to nutrient depletion and accumulation of sec-
ondary metabolites which inhibit cell division. This cor-
responds to the beginning of the late phase. For this time
window, the behaviour of the viscosity growth curves was
dramatically different. In the case of strain COL, at
approximately 450 min the viscosity reached its maxi-
mum and decreased rapidly to a value close to its initial
one. Instead, in the case of strain RUSAL9, the viscosity
increased again, reaching, at an abrupt threshold (560
min), a plateau with a maximum value ∼ 9× larger than
the initial one.
To understand these results, we resort to a microscopic
description of the bacterial cells, as they divide, disperse
and fill the system. This has been already initiated in our
recent work [17] and allowed us to interpret the viscosity
growth curve of strain COL.
At initial states, strain COL culture may be consid-
ered as a colloid of small spheres (of radius ∼ 0, 5 µm)
dispersed in liquid medium. This type of bacterial species
5is known to produce, during the exponential phase of
growth, cell-surface proteins called adhesins, which pro-
mote cell-cell contact (or between bacterial cells and
other cells or physical substrates) [20, 21]. For low cell
densities (at the beginning of growth), we may find them
in small clusters of 5-15 units (see Figures 2 and 3). Dur-
ing bacterial cell division, these aggregates grow and be-
come often unstable, and small clusters separate and dis-
perse in the medium. The reason for this separation may
be of entropic nature, or an active strategy to explore
richer regions in nutrients. As the density increases, the
cell aggregates start to establish new contacts and form
frequently a web or cellular structure. Although these
structures are not clear in our optical images (Figure 2),
they most likely exist and were observed in similar sys-
tems [22, 23]. As the percolation threshold is overcome, a
rapid increase of the viscosity is expected, as observed in
Figure 4, in the exponential phase. The complex perco-
lated structures which are able to develop during shear,
may also explain the sudden viscosity drops and recov-
eries observed in very small periods of time during this
period of global viscosity increase of the growth curves,
and culminating in the intense asymptotic viscosity de-
crease and recovery near ∼ 400 min (see Figure 4). It
is expected that these relatively low density percolated
structures which usually block or jam the motion, un-
block and allow in small periods of time a release in
the stress applied to the plates, which corresponds to
a viscosity decrease. As the density of bacterial cells in-
creases, unjamming transitions become more intense, un-
til eventually the system reaches a high enough density,
for which no more stress release is expected. The system
tends then to stabilize its viscosity. Indeed, the viscos-
ity increase ceases around ∼ 450 min, as the evolution
of cfus/ml (see Figure 1 and 4) stabilizes in its highest
value, and where the late phase begins. From this mo-
ment, although the number of cfus/ml remains constant
(indicating an unaltered population viability), the vis-
cosity dramatically decreases close to its initial value. A
change in bacterial physiology is probably the cause of
this striking behaviour. In the late phase, a decrease in
the production of adhesins occurs [21]. Without being
able to adhere, bacterial cells do not resist the flow, and
viscosity decreases close to its original value. Although
the assays were continued further for several hours, the
viscosity remains unchanged. We hypothesize that, for
this high cell density, the quorum-sensing mechanisms
are repressing the production of adhesive factors and the
population is no longer able to re-establish the percolated
structure.
Due to the deficient daughter cell separation of strain
RUSAL9, the irregular aggregates, formed at low densi-
ties, may easily reach several dozens of cells (see Figures
2 and 3). Upon entering the exponential phase, these
aggregates start to be connected, and the viscosity be-
gins to increase noticeably. No drops and recoveries are
observed. In fact, as soon as the viscosity reaches a cer-
tain threshold (360 min), it recedes and does not recover
again, until the end of the exponential phase. Being com-
posed of much larger and irregular aggregates than in
the case of strain COL, the incipient percolated struc-
ture of strain RUSAL9 is easily undone by shear. With
growth, the cell density increases, but the formation of
a new percolated structure seems to be no longer possi-
ble, and the viscosity remains small and unchanged for
a while (until ∼ 460 min). Eventually, at higher bac-
terial density, the viscosity increases again reaching its
maximum value. At a given (560 min) moment, which
roughly coincides with the beginning of the late phase
of growth, the slope changes abruptly, and the viscosity
reaches a plateau that is maintained throughout the re-
maining time frame (560−1000 min). As the cells fail to
separate upon division, at this stage we can not infer on
the relative contribution of the bacterial adhesion prop-
erties. However, the observed final higher viscosity, when
compared to the final viscosity of strain COL, must be
directly related to the existence of much larger clusters,
where the cells remain strongly “glued” to each other.
B. Bacterial population dynamics dependence on
external mechanical stimuli
1. Viscoelastic behaviour – shear rate effect, stationary flow
To understand to what extent the behaviour of the
bacterial culture (cell separation and aggregation prop-
erties) is affected by the intensity of shear, we measured
the viscosity growth curve also for 5 and 20 s−1. The
results obtained for strain COL and strain RUSAL9 are
represented in Figure 5 a) and b), respectively.
For each strain, the general shape of the viscosity
growth curves remains the same. The three different
growth phases may still be distinguished and occur in the
same time intervals. However, in general, higher shear
rates lead to smaller viscosity values. This may be ex-
plained by our microscopic model: higher shear rates will
difficult the formation of percolated structures of higher
complexity, responsible for the larger values of viscos-
ity. In the case of strain COL, when the production of
adhesins is inhibited (late phase), the decrease in vis-
cosity also occurs faster as the shear rate increases. In
the case of strain RUSAL9, the maximum viscosity at-
tained in the late phase decreases for higher shear rates.
Interestingly, in the beginning of the exponential phase,
this strain shows a few drops and recoveries for the lower
shear rate, whereas almost any significant increase of the
viscosity occurs for the higher shear rate at this interval
(300-400 min). In this last case, the viscosity remains
small almost until the end of the exponential phase.
2. Viscoelastic behaviour – oscillatory flow
To characterize the dependency of the elastic and the
viscous moduli, G′ and G′′, on the angular frequency ω,
6FIG. 5. (Color online) S. aureus cultures – a) strain COL and
b) strain RUSAL9, steady-state shear growth curves, η(t),
measured at a constant shear rate of 5 (grey), 10 (black) and
20 (blue) s−1; all measurements performed at 37 ◦C.
oscillatory flow measurements were performed to aliquots
of S. aureus cultures, at specific moments of growth. The
aliquots were sampled from bacterial culture grown in
optimal laboratory conditions (37 ◦C).
The results obtained for strain COL are represented
in Figure 6. As previously noted [17], for each moment
of growth, the elastic and viscous moduli, G′ and G′′,
increase with ω, following approximately the same weak
power-law, at least in some range of angular frequen-
cies indicated by the dashed rectangular boxes. This
behaviour is well framed in the context of the Soft
Glassy Material (SGM) model [24, 25], where disorder
and metastability are essential features. The analogy
has been applied to other living cell systems [7–9]. In
SGM model, the system exhibits an energy landscape
with multiple minima, with high energy barriers (higher
than thermal energy) and a distribution of yield energies.
These energies may be overcome by imposing higher an-
gular frequencies. The hopping between minima is acti-
vated by an effective noise temperature x, which is re-
lated to how jammed the system is. This model system
predicts weak power law dependencies G′ ∼ ωx−1 and
G′′ ∼ ωx−1. When x = 1 the system behaves as a per-
FIG. 6. Oscillatory shear flow experiments of the S. aureus –
strain COL; a) elastic modulus G′ and b) viscous modulus G′′
dependence on the angular frequency ω, for culture aliquots
with 250, 475 and 550 min of growth time; dashed box de-
limits the same power-law dependence of G′ and G′′ with ω
as defined by the Soft Glassy Materials model, solid lines are
guides to the eye, corresponding to specific power laws; all
measurements were performed at 20 ◦C (to minimize bacte-
ria growth during tests).
fect elastic body (solidlike) and when x > 1 the system
can flow and becomes disordered (fluidlike when x = 2).
The exponents calculated for each aliquot show a time
dependency that is consistent with the various stages of
growth, see Figure 7. The results show a fluidlike be-
havior (x = 1.80) for the early stages of growth, when
the percolated structures possibly start to appear. At
the peak associated with the 475 min aliquot, the system
has an almost solidlike behaviour (x = 1.23). Finally,
and remarkably, the system becomes again more fluid.
At this point, the cell density does not decrease, but
their physiological activity has somehow changed. Our
explanation is based on the hypothesis that there is less
adhesion between cells. The SGM model also predicts
the approximate law G′′/G′ ≈ tanpi(x− 1)/2 (see Equa-
tion (1) of [7]). In the region delimited by the power-law
fits, it is possible to find a ratio G′′/G′ ≈ 2.4 for the first
stages of growth and a ratio G′′/G′ ≈ 0.6 at 475 min.
These results agree reasonably well with the prediction
7G′′/G′ = 3.1 and G′′/G′ = 0.4 when the power-law expo-
nents are x = 1.80 and x = 1.23, respectively. In the final
stages of growth, as the exponents approach x = 1.5 (see
Figure 7), the elastic and viscous moduli become almost
identical, as expected.
FIG. 7. Power law exponent (x − 1) vs time (solid dots),
obtained from the fits to the previous oscillatory shear flow
G′ and G′′ measurements (Figure 5); the pointed line is a
guide to the eye and the dashed lines correspond to the perfect
solidlike, viscoelastic and fluidlike behaviours.
The same oscillatory flow measurements were applied
to strain RUSAL9 aliquots and the results can be ob-
served in Figure 8. In this case, G′ and G′′ no longer
follow the weak power law behaviours, but show a more
complex dependence with ω denoting the presence of
distinct relaxation processes. For lower angular fre-
quencies, G′ and G′′ essentially reflect the self-organized
structures developed by the bacteria, according to the
successive stages of growth (the culture medium shows
G′,G′′ < 10−3 Pa). G′ increases strongly at 350 min (be-
ginning of the exponential phase), decreases to a lower
value at 475 min (as it is observed for the viscosity in the
steady shear flow, see Figure 4), and increases again at
550 min (as occurs for the viscosity in the late phase of
growth). G′′ presents a similar behaviour. However, the
curves obtained for 350 and 475 min remain similar. For
higher angular frequencies, the influence of the culture
medium emerges and we obtain, for almost all aliquots,
the familiar Maxwell power law behaviours, G′ ∼ ω2 and
G′′ ∼ ω.
It is noteworthy that our complex system will not have
only one, but surely several relaxation modes. The larger
relaxation modes, probably associated with the super-
structures created by the bacteria, may be seen in Figure
9, in which we have represented both G′ and G′′, for the
last aliquots, at 475 and 550 min. In both cases, and
at lower angular frequencies, G′ crosses G′′ at ω ≈ 0.04
rad/s, an indication of a relaxation time of τ ≈ 150 s.
In this figure, a second relaxation time, probably associ-
ated with the large molecules that compose the culture
medium, seems to arise at much higher angular frequen-
cies (ω > 100 rad/s).
FIG. 8. Oscillatory shear flow experiments of S. aureus –
strain RUSAL9; a) elastic modulus G′ and b) viscous modu-
lus G′′, dependence on the angular frequency ω, for culture
aliquots with 250, 350, 475 and 550 min of growth time and
culture medium; solid lines are guides to the eye, correspond-
ing to specific power laws; all measurements were performed
at 20 ◦C (to minimize bacteria growth during tests).
FIG. 9. Oscillatory shear flow experiments of S. aureus –
strain RUSAL9, elastic modulus G′ and viscous modulus G′′,
dependence on the angular frequency ω, for culture aliquots
with 475 and 550 min of growth; all measurements were per-
formed at 20 ◦C (to minimize bacteria growth during tests).
8To understand the behaviours shown in Figure 9, it is
interesting to consider the generalized Maxwell’s model
with two modes of relaxation, described by the following
equations:
G′ = G1
(ωτ1)
2
1 + (ωτ1)2
+G2
(ωτ2)
2
1 + (ωτ2)2
(1)
G′′ = G1
ωτ1
1 + (ωτ1)2
+G2
ωτ2
1 + (ωτ2)2
(2)
Two different scenarios are proposed in Figure 10. Fig-
ure 10 a) represents the case of two very different relax-
ation times, τ2 = 1000τ1 and G2 = 0.01G1, which almost
do not interfere with one another. These relaxation times
are clearly detectable by the points of intersection of G′
and G′′ lines (at ω = 0.001 and ω = 1, adimensional
units). Before the points of intersection, we have G′ ∼ ω2
and G′′ ∼ ω as verified by the experimental measure-
ments at large values of ω (see Figure 9). In Figure 10 b),
the relaxation times are closer, τ2 = 100τ1, G2 = 0.25G1,
and the relaxation modes start to interfere. For interme-
diate and large angular frequencies, a complex behaviour
is obtained, in this case without any intersection of G′
and G′′. There is only one intersection, corresponding to
the slowest relaxation mode (at ω = 0.01, adimensional
units). This second scenario seems to give a good quali-
tative description of the viscoelastic behaviour presented
in Figure 9, obtained for strain RUSAL9 at 475 and 550
min.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, real-time and in situ rheology was ap-
plied to two related strains of the human pathogen
Staphylococcus aureus – strain COL and its mutant
RUSAL9, during cell growth. As the density of bac-
teria in the medium increases, going through different
growth stages, cells may rearrange themselves in differ-
ent aggregates, capable of strongly influencing their envi-
ronment, and leading to very different physical viscoelas-
tic responses. The strains investigated in our work were
intentionally chosen because they present distinct time-
dependent aggregation patterns, although maintaining
the same genetic background. Strain COL forms smaller
clusters, while strain RUSAL9, presenting deficient cell
separation, forms irregular larger aggregates.
The general behaviour of the viscosity growth curves
show, for both strains, three distinct phases, timely con-
sistent with the lag, exponential and late phases, also
present in optical density and colony forming units mea-
surements. However, the richness observed in the viscos-
ity growth curves, has no counterpart in the common mi-
crobiologic measurements. Furthermore, the differences
found in the viscosity profiles allows one to unequivo-
cally distinguish the two strains here considered. These
complex viscoelastic behaviours are a consequence of the
coupled contribution of two factors. In the case of strain
FIG. 10. Generalized Maxwell’s model: elastic modulus G′
(full line) and viscous modulus G′′(dashed line) as a function
of the angular frequency ω, in adimensional units, considering
two different relaxation modes: a) τ2 = 1000τ1 and G2 =
0.01G1 and b) τ2 = 100τ1 and G2 = 0.25G1.
COL, the two factors are the cell density continuous in-
crease and its changing cell-cell adhesion determinants,
which production is most probably controlled by quorum-
sensing mechanisms. In the case of strain RUSAL9, in
addition to the cell density continuous increase, the sec-
ond contribution factor is the impairment of the cell sep-
aration process. For this strain, the cell-cell interactions
are mainly mediated by the deep share of cell wall mate-
rial between sister cells at the septum. In this context,
the native adhesion factors, characteristic of S. aureus,
would only have a secondary role.
To investigate how the bacterial population dynamics
depends on the environmental stimuli, we followed bacte-
rial growth under different shear flow conditions. In sta-
tionary shear flow, the viscosity growth curves remained
qualitatively the same. However, in general, higher shear
rates led to smaller viscosity values. The viscous and elas-
tic moduli of strain COL, obtained for oscillatory shear,
exhibit power-law behaviours whose exponent are depen-
dent on the bacteria growth stage, with a remarkable
agreement with the Soft Glassy Material model. The vis-
cous and elastic moduli of strain RUSAL9 have complex
behaviours, but in some cases consistent with a general-
9ized Maxwell model with two relaxation modes. These
relaxation modes emerge from structures with two dif-
ferent time and length scales, associated with the large
molecules of the medium and the self-organized struc-
tures of bacteria.
As a technique used for the characterization of bacte-
rial populations, rheology will only provide information
on bulk properties of the population and not on the na-
ture of the bacterial behaviour, namely which substances
are produced by the cells and in which quantity. How-
ever, it is clear that the viscosity growth curves reflect the
different aggregation properties of these two strains, and
moreover, the progress of different physiological states
(division rate/adhesion profile) during growth. Standard
classical rheology measurements emerge in this context
as an innovative approach that complements the conven-
tional visualization of macrobiological systems. The abil-
ity to differentiate bacterial physiology profiles opens new
perspectives on the understanding of how environmental
changes will impact on cell viability and population self-
organized structures.
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